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1. On which date Muskla Aharat did a press release to condemn reckless use of AP technology.  

Answer: Immediately after criticisms arose in the media.  

2. On which date Muskla Aharat released a statement about implementation of geo-tag?  

Answer: Within 10 days of the press release by Muskla Aharat. 

 

3. Who fixed the vulnerability (accessing AP mode via hacking) Muskla inc. or Muskla Aharat?  

Answer: Muskla Inc.  

 

4. Whether the ban imposed by the Government of Aharat u/s.69A of IT Act is of interim or 

permanent nature?   

Answer: Government issued a direction banning the (i) internet service providers and telecom 

service providers, from making available the servers of M firmware or M’s Apps in Aharat, (ii) 

app stores from making available M App in Aharat. 

 

5. Did Government of Aharat suomoto take an action to impose ban or received requests 

regarding the same?  

Answer: The Government took the decision following the unfortunate events in Aharat 

primarily caused by the technical faults in M. 

 

6. Whether Muskla Inc. has built in effective safety and security code on M’s firmware to protect 

it from unauthorized access or use of it to do any unlawful act? 

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition.  

 

7.  Just within a day of launch how the vulnerability in M's firmware (to gain access to auto-pilot 

mode on M) spread in Aharat?   

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 

 

8.  What were the events on national/international level that pushed such speculation? [Para 8} 

line one "Dusk was referring to some known vulnerability"].  

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 

 

9. Was the 45 min hacking AP technology vulnerability fixed/acknowledged by Muskla Aharat or 

Muskla Inc.?  

Answer: Muskla inc.  

 

10. As per line two Kim flaunted the two hour hack on her social media account, but did she 

practically demonstrate or just made a statement on her post?   

              Answer: Kim made a statement about it on her social media post. 

11. Was any action taken by Muskla Aharat/Muskla Inc. for proofchecking/denying these claims 

(of Kim).   

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 
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12. a) Which 'previous actions' of Dusk is the media referring to?  

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 

 

          13. Which particular behaviour of Dusk on media encouraged hacking of M. to gain access to 

auto-pilot mode  

 5) Define non-white listed countries. 

Answer: Countries, in which car owners are not permitted to sue auto pilot technology. 

 

13. Does the Muskla Aharat have the freestanding power to fix vulnerability in M's firmware and 

insert new features in it such as geo tag? 

Answer: Yes.  

 

14. a) Were the claims of Aharat Times substantiated by any authority?  

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 

 

15.  Were the claims of social media users (vulnerability in map-data) substantiated by any 

authority.  

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition. 

 

16. Quashing of which criminal cases was sought from High Court by Muskla Inc. and Muskla 

Aharat.  

Answer: Cases registered under 304 A of Penal code.  

 

17. Issue no. 3 - Cases haven't been registered against the firms so how come they are facing 

prosecution? 

Answer :  Proceedings under 304 A of Penal code was registered against Muskla Inc., Dusk and 

CEO of Muskla Aharat.  

18. How much downtime is required to fix a vulnerability (hacking) in M's firmware of auto-pilot 

mode? 

Answer : Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition  

19. What is the distribution of powers/functions between Muskla Inc. and Muskla Aharat? 

Answer:  Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition  

20.  What are the MNOs with respect to “MNOs network provided by the MNO.” 

Answer: MNO refers to any Mobile Network Operator that offers internet  

      17 What were the online services and how was the firmware used? 

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition 

     18 How does the transmission of information take place on the Muskla App? 

            Answer :  Via MNOs ( Mobile Network Operators) 
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    19. What functions does the app have? 

  Answer:  Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition  

20   Does the app allow online interaction between its users? 

         Answer: No 

21. What kind of data (electronic record) does the app store and how is that data 

received/stored/transferred? 

   Answer: Data is stored as per standard market practice. Data is received and transferred through 

MNOS (Mobile Network Operators) 

22. Is there any third party involved in the online services provided by Muskla to th 

users? 

Answer: Adequate information is provided in the moot proposition  

23. "Besides quoting section 69A, it did not mention any other reasons for the ban." Does it infer 

that the Government quoted 69A verbatim, or one of the grounds of the 69A or, didn't quote any 

grounds at all and just laid out that  blocking was done under 69A. 

Answer: The government did not mention any grounds for invoking 69A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


